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Abstract - The surface structures of cubo-octahedral Pt-Mo nanoparticles have been investigated using 

the Monte Carlo method and modified embedded atom method potentials that we developed for Pt-Mo 

alloys. The cubo-octahedral Pt-Mo nanoparticles are constructed with disordered fcc configurations, 

with sizes from 2.5 to 5.0 nm, and with Pt concentrations from 60 to 90 at. %. The equilibrium Pt-Mo 

nanoparticle configurations were generated through Monte Carlo simulations allowing both atomic 

displacements and element exchanges at 600 K. We predict that the Pt atoms weakly segregate to the 

surfaces of such nanoparticles. The Pt concentrations in the surface are calculated to be 5 to 14 at. % 

higher than the Pt concentrations of the nanoparticles. Moreover, the Pt atoms preferentially segregate 

to the facet sites of the surface, while the Pt and Mo atoms tend to alternate along the edges and vertices 

of these nanoparticles. We found that decreasing the size or increasing the Pt concentration leads to 

higher Pt concentrations but fewer Pt-Mo pairs in the Pt-Mo nanoparticle surfaces.        

Introduction 

Fuel cells can transform chemical energy carried by hydrogen fuel into electrical energy with high 

efficiency and with no pollutant production. Therefore, it is of great significance to develop novel 

materials for fuel cells to achieve low cost, high performance and long durability. For low-temperature 

fuel cells, new electrode catalysts that have less precious metal such as Pt yet good performance are 

highly desirable. 1 Alloying Pt with a second lower-cost element can be used to fulfill this goal. 2-6 An 

essential step to designing Pt bimetallic catalysts is knowledge of the equilibrium concentration of Pt 

and the arrangement of the two metals in the surfaces of their bimetallic nanoparticles. However, it is 

still very difficult to characterize the details of bimetallic nanoparticle surfaces experimentally. 

Alternatively, atomistic simulations can provide much insight into the surface chemistry of multi-

component nanoparticles. 7-9 In this work, we have investigated the segregation of Pt atoms and the 

arrangement of Pt and Mo atoms in the surfaces of equilibrium cubo-octahedral Pt-Mo nanoparticles, 

using the modified embedded atom method (MEAM) 10 and the Monte Carlo (MC) method.  
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Earlier, we have successfully applied MEAM potentials and the same MC method to modeling the 

segregation of Pt atoms to the surfaces of Pt-Re 11 and Pt-Ni 12 nanoparticles. Note that, while pure bulk 

Pt and Ni assumes the face-centered cubic (fcc) structure, pure bulk Re adopts the hexagonal closed-

packed (hcp) structure, and pure bulk Mo has the body-centered cubic (bcc) crystal structure. In 

addition, Pt segregates to surfaces in different fashions in these three alloy systems. In Pt-Re alloys, Pt 

is predicted to strongly segregate to the surfaces. Hence, equilibrium Pt-Re nanoparticles will form a Pt-

enriched shell and a Re-enriched core. 11 At close-packed crystal facets of Pt-Ni nanoparticles, Pt 

strongly segregates to the outermost and third layers, while Ni segregates to the second layer below the 

surface. As a result, equilibrium Pt-Ni nanoparticles assume a surface-sandwich structure. 12 

Experimental results indicate that Pt will segregate to the Pt-Mo surfaces rather weakly. 13 Therefore, 

one aim of this series of investigations is to establish that the MEAM approach is capable of accurately 

simulating surface phenomena for a broad spectrum of Pt bimetallic alloys. Compared to the original 

embedded-atom method (EAM) that yields good results only for fcc metals, 14,15 the MEAM potentials 

include the effects of directional bonding and therefore are applicable also to bcc and hcp metals.  

Furthermore, it has been found that the Pt-Mo alloy is a promising candidate for CO-tolerant anode 

catalysts of proton exchange membrane fuel cells (PEMFCs). 13, 16-19 Grgur et al 17 reported that the 

electro-oxidation of H2 and H2/CO mixtures on carbon supported Pt-Mo alloy catalysts depends on the 

composition of nanoparticle surfaces and that there exists an optimal composition for Pt-Mo alloy 

catalysts to yield best catalytic performance. These results are consistent with the idea of a “bi-

functional mechanism”: CO adsorbed on Pt could be only oxidized by a neighboring oxygen-containing 

surface species adsorbed on Mo. Density functional theory (DFT) calculations for Pt2Mo(111) surfaces 

confirmed that CO is absorbed weakly on both Pt and Mo sites (compared with Pt-Ru surfaces) and OH 

(the assumed oxygen-containing surface species) is only strongly adsorbed on Mo. 20 Hence, it is of 

practical use to simulate the equilibrium surface structures of Pt-Mo nanoparticles in order to further 

design and improve Pt-Mo alloy catalysts for fuel cells.           

The Monte Carlo Method 
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Starting from some atomic configuration, a series of Pt-Mo nanoparticle configurations can be 

generated using the MC method. In the equilibrated stage of MC simulations, the probabilities of an 

equilibrium configuration occurring are proportional to the Boltzmann distribution of the equilibrium 

ensemble. At each MC step, one of the following two configuration changes is attempted with an equal 

probability:  

(a) A randomly selected atom is displaced from its original position in an arbitrary direction. The 

magnitude of the displacement is in the range of (0, rmax]. At a given temperature, the maximum 

displacement rmax is chosen so that the acceptance rate of new configurations is about 0.5 during the 

equilibrated part of the simulations.  

(b) Two randomly selected atoms with different element types exchange their positions. 

If the configuration change leads to a decrease in energy, the new configuration is always retained. If 

the change increases the system energy, the new configuration is retained with a probability given by 

the Boltzmann factor for the energy change. 

After repeating the above procedures for multi-million MC steps, physical quantities of interest (such 

as the Pt concentration profile) are obtained by averaging over the generated equilibrium configurations. 

Modeling atomic interactions in Pt-Mo alloy systems 

Developing the MEAM potentials for Pt-Mo alloys. In this work, we used the same first-nearest-

neighbor (1NN) MEAM potential for pure Pt as that used in our previous studies. 11,12 However, we 

used a second-nearest-neighbor (2NN) MEAM potential 21,22 for bcc Mo. The original 1NN MEAM 

potential for Mo erroneously predicted that the high-density (110) surface would have a higher surface 

energy than the low-density (111) surface in bcc crystals. 10 The 2NN MEAM potential solved this 

problem by including the interactions between second nearest neighbors, whose distances are only about 

15 % larger than the separations between the first nearest neighbors in bcc crystals. We chose Pt3Mo 

with a L12 structure as the reference structure to evaluate the cross-interaction potentials between Pt and 

Mo. In this way, we can calculate the Pt-Mo pair potentials using the method presented before. 11, 23  
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The parameters of MEAM potentials for fcc Pt and bcc Mo were fitted to reproduce empirical data, 

namely cohesive energy, lattice constant, elastic constants, and vacancy formation energy.10, 22 The 

parameters of the MEAM cross potential between Pt and Mo were fitted to first-principles calculation 

results for Pt3Mo (L12). To obtain these first-principles calculation results, we evaluated the system 

energies using density-functional theory in the local density approximation. We employed the 

PARATEC code 24,25 that performs quantum-mechanical total energy calculations using 

pseudopotentials and a plane-wave basis set. In this work, we used the package FHI98PP 26 to generate 

the norm-conserving Troullier-Martins 27 type of pseudopotentials, employing common 

parametrizations of the local-density approximation for exchange and correlation. In all calculations, we 

have used a 16x16x16 k-point grid for k-space integration and a kinetic energy cutoff of 60 Ry to 

expand the electronic wave functions in the plane wave basis.  

The parameters for the Pt-Mo MEAM potentials are given in Table 1. Table 2 lists the angular 

screening parameters. Table 3 gives the properties for Pt3Mo (L12) calculated using the MEAM and the 

first-principles methods. It is noticeable that the two calculations agree poorly for the elastic constants 

Cs and C44 of Pt3Mo (L12); we found no improvement within the current MEAM formalism. This 

indicates some limitations present in the accuracy of the developed cross potentials for Pt and Mo. 

However, the elastic constants Cs and C44 are shear moduli which describe the material resistance to 

shear deformations. It is conceivable that the discrepancy in these shear elastic constants would have a 

minor influence on our results of the equilibrium surface structures of Pt-Mo alloys. As shown in the 

following, the current MEAM potentials for Pt-Mo alloys indeed predict a weak Pt segregation in 

extended surfaces, quantitatively agreeing with experimental measurements. 

Testing the Pt-Mo MEAM potentials. An accurate simulation of segregation phenomena in alloy 

surfaces requires good theoretical predictions of surface energies for the component metals. In this 

respect, the MEAM potentials have yielded better results than the original EAM potentials. 10 We report 

in Table 4 the calculated low-indexed surface energies for pure bcc Mo and fcc Pt using the developed 

MEAM potentials. These results show a good agreement in surface energies among the MEAM 
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potentials, results from another first-principles study 28 and experimental results. 29,30 Moreover, the 

closed-packed surfaces, (110) in a bcc structure and (111) in an fcc structure, are correctly predicted to 

have the lowest surface energies using our MEAM potentials. In this work, we are only interested in Pt-

rich Pt-Mo alloys, which assume fcc crystal structures. The MEAM potentials lead to a cohesive energy 

of fcc Mo that is 0.32 eV higher than bcc Mo. The calculated fcc-bcc energy difference is close to the 

experimental value of 0.28 eV. 31 We should have evaluated surface energies for pure Mo with an fcc 

lattice in Table 4, since we are interested in Pt-Mo alloys with fcc structures. However, both the MEAM 

potentials and first-principles calculations indicate that fcc Mo is unstable and will transform to lower 

energy structures under the volume-conserving tetragonal deformation. As a result, the energies for the 

relaxed low-index surfaces of fcc Mo are not attainable.  

Furthermore, we tested our MEAM potentials by calculating the segregation profiles for (111) and 

(100) extended surfaces of fcc Pt-Mo alloys. It was found that the Pt-Mo solid solutions can contain as 

high as 42 at. % Mo and still maintain fcc crystal structures. 32 Therefore, we chose to investigate four 

bulk compositions of fcc Pt-Mo alloys: Pt60Mo40, Pt70Mo30, Pt80Mo20, and Pt90Mo10. To simulate 

extended surfaces, we used slab simulation cells in which periodic boundary conditions are only applied 

in the two directions parallel to the surface and with fixed cell dimensions in those directions. In these 

simulation cells, there are two equivalent extended surfaces on either side of the slab. In the initial 

configurations, the atomic separations were determined using the calculated lattice constants of the bulk 

alloys at the same simulation temperature and the same overall composition, and the Pt and Mo atoms 

were randomly distributed. There are 36 atoms for (111) and 32 atoms for (100) in each layer parallel to 

the surfaces of our simulation slabs. The thickness of the simulation slabs is about 30 Å. Starting from 

an initial surface configuration, each extended surface slab was equilibrated using Monte Carlo 

simulations allowing both positional and compositional relaxations at a temperature of 1000 K.  

We performed the MC simulations up to 10×106 steps. To eliminate the influence of the initial 

configurations, we discarded the first 2×106 configurations in our analysis. The Pt concentrations in the 

surface layers and central region of the simulation slabs were evaluated by averaging the sample 
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configurations every 103 MC steps. Due to the finite thickness of our simulation cells, the surface 

segregation of Pt atoms leads to a lower concentration of Pt in the central region of the slabs. To be 

consistent with the lattice constants used in our simulations, we must do a series of MC simulations for 

each extended surface with different overall compositions and reestablish the desired bulk composition 

in the center of the slabs.       

 

Figure 1. Calculated Pt concentrations in the outermost layer of (111) and (100) extended surfaces as a 

function of the bulk composition of Pt-Mo alloys. The temperature of the MC simulations is 1000 K. 

The diamonds stand for the results for (111) surfaces and the squares are the results for (100) surfaces. 

The dashed line indicates where the surface concentration equals the bulk value. Inset: calculated Pt 

concentration depth profiles for the (111) surface of Pt-Mo alloys at T=1000 K.     

Figure 1 shows the calculated extent of Pt atom segregation to the Pt-Mo extended surfaces. 

Compared to the bulk compositions (dashed line), the Pt concentrations in the outermost layer of (111) 

and (100) surfaces (solid lines) are higher. In other words, the Pt atoms tend to segregate to the surfaces 

of Pt-Mo alloys. As shown in the inset of Fig. 1, the Pt concentration decreases monotonically and 

smoothly from the (111) surface to the bulk within four atomic layers. Our simulation results are 

consistent with a qualitative prediction using a simple tight-binding theory of surface segregation in 

transition metal alloys.33 Grgur et al. measured a Pt concentration of 77 at. % in the outermost surface 
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layer of Pt70Mo30 poly-crystals annealed at 970 K.13 We found the Pt concentrations to be 88 at. % and 

85 at. % in the outermost layer of (111) and (100) surfaces of Pt70Mo30 alloys from MC simulations. 

The discrepancy between theory and experiment is only about 10 at. %. Grgur et al. pointed out in Ref. 

13 that the short annealing time (30 min) in their study might lead to an underestimation of Pt 

segregation. Therefore, our Pt-Mo MEAM potentials are suitable for quantitatively predicting surface 

segregation of Pt atoms in Pt-Mo alloys.      

Monte Carlo Simulations on Pt-Mo nanoparticles 

The surface structures of bimetallic nanoparticles are affected by the shape, size, and composition of 

the nanoparticles. X-ray diffraction data indicate that the carbon-supported Pt-Mo nanoparticles have 

fcc lattices at least when the Pt concentration is higher than 75 at. %. 17,19 Hence, to model the Pt-Mo 

nanoparticles, we used the cubo-octahedral shape (shown in Fig. 2), which assumes the fcc lattice and is 

terminated by the low-energy {111} and {100} facets. The cubo-octahedron (or half cubo-octahedron) 

was found to be the equilibrium shape for other Pt bimetallic nanoparticles (such as Pt-Ni 4 and Pt-Ru 

34). For small nanoparticles, the surface/volume ratio and the average coordination number of surface 

atoms vary nonlinearly with their sizes. 35 For this reason, we simulated the Pt-Mo nanoparticles with 

four different sizes (listed in Table 5) in this work. These four sizes cover a range of particle diameter 

from about 2.5 to 5.0 nm and a range of surface/volume ratio from about 0.27 to 0.46. As with the study 

of extended surfaces, we also chose Pt60Mo40, Pt70Mo30, Pt80Mo20, and Pt90Mo10 as the compositions of 

Pt-Mo nanoparticles in our MC simulations. 

The cubo-octahedral Pt-Mo nanoparticles were initially constructed with the lattice constants of the 

same-composition bulk alloys at T=600 K and with randomly distributed Pt and Mo atoms. For each 

nanoparticle, we performed MC simulations for 10×106 steps at T=600 K. During the MC simulations, 

both the atomic positions and the distribution of the metal atoms in the nanoparticles were allowed to 

change. As a result the shape and average interatomic distance of nanoparticles can also change. To 

quantitatively characterize the equilibrium Pt-Mo nanoparticles, we calculated the properties of interest 

by averaging the values sampled every 103 steps in the last 5×106 steps of the MC simulations. 
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Figure 2. A fcc cubo-octahedral nanoparticle. The numbers label atoms at non-equivalent surface sites 

in the outermost layer of the particle. They have different numbers of nearest neighbors: atom 1:  vertex 

(six nearest neighbors); atom 2: {111)/{111} edge (seven nearest neighbors); atom 3: {111}/{110} edge 

(seven nearest neighbors); atom 4: {100} facet (eight nearest neighbors); and atom 5: {111} facet (nine 

nearest neighbors). 

Equilibrium structures. Using external and cross-sectional views, we show in Fig. 3 final snapshots 

of the Pt60Mo40, Pt70Mo30, and Pt80Mo20 nanoparticles from our MC simulations. Compared to the bulk-

terminated cubo-octahedrons (shown in Fig. 2), the equilibrium Pt-Mo nanoparticles appear to be much 

rounder, as we also found with Pt-Ni and Pt-Re nanoparticles. 11,12 This is because, to lower the energy, 

the atoms at the low-coordination sites (edges and vertices) relax inward more than those at the facet 

sites. These plots qualitatively show that Pt atoms are enriched in the surface of the nanoparticles. 

Moreover, the Mo atoms preferentially occupy the low-coordination edge and vertex sites at the surface. 

These features are seen most prominently in Fig. 3(c) for the Pt80Mo20 nanoparticle: the facets are fully 

occupied by Pt atoms, the Mo atoms only appear at the edges and vertices, and the Pt and Mo atoms 

arrange themselves in an alternating sequence to achieve a maximal number of Pt-Mo pairs along the 

edges and vertices. 
9

 



                         (a)                                               (b)                                             (c) 

 

                           (d)                                               (e)                                              (f)         

 

Figure 3. Snapshots of equilibrium cubo-octohedral Pt-Mo nanoparticles (containing 586 atoms) 

simulated at T=600 K. (a), (b), and (c) show external views of typical Pt60Mo40, Pt70Mo30, and Pt80Mo20 

nanoparticles, respectively. (d), (e), and (f) show [001] cross-sectional views of the same nanoparticles, 

respectively. In these snapshots, the open circles represent the Pt atoms and the gray circles stand for the 

Mo atoms.  

Distinct from the nanoparticles with other compositions, the Pt90Mo10 nanoparticle shown in Fig. 4(a) 

exhibits a single reconstructed {100} facet. It is well known that the outermost layer of the (100) 

surface of pure elemental Pt undergoes a reconstruction from a square to a hexagonal lattice, while the 

(111) surface does not reconstruct, remaining hexagonal. 36,37 Since the relaxed Pt90Mo10 nanoparticle 

has a nearly pure Pt outermost layer, one may expect to observe this transformation from the original 

square to a hexagonal arrangement of atoms in {100} facets in our MC simulations. We have in fact 
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found the same {100}-facet reconstruction process in our previous simulations for Pt-Re 11 and Pt-Ni 12 

cubo-octahedral nanoparticles. However, unlike in Pt-Re and Pt-Ni nanoparticles where all {100} facets 

reconstruct, we find that only one {100} facet reconstructs in the Pt90Mo10 nanoparticle containing 586 

atoms in the single Monte Carlo simulation that we ran for this nanoparticle. Figure 4(b) shows an 

unreconstructed {100} facet that keeps its square lattice after many MC simulation steps in the same 

nanoparticle. Comparing Fig. 4(a) and (b), we notice that there are a few Mo atoms in the edges 

surrounding the unreconstructed {100} facet in Fig. 4(b), but there are no Mo atoms around the 

reconstructed {100} facet in Fig. 4(a). It appears that Mo atoms in {100} facets prevent the 

reconstruction from happening. This explains why we find no reconstructed {100} facets in the 

Pt60Mo40, Pt70Mo30, and Pt80Mo20 nanoparticles: there are always some Mo atoms in the edges of {100} 

facets of those nanoparticles (see Fig. 3). It should be noted that  fewer or more than one {100} facet 

could reconstruct in Pt90Mo10 nanoparticles, depending on the existence or absence of Mo atoms in the 

{100} facets.     

                                          (a)                                                                      (b) 

 

Figure 4. An equilibrium configuration of a cubo-octohedral Pt90Mo10 nanoparticle (containing 586 

atoms) after 10×106 MC simulation steps at T=600 K, viewed from two different directions. The two 

panels show two different {100} facets: (a) a reconstructed {100} facet and (b) an unreconstructed 
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{100} facet. As a guide to the eye, the edges of the two {100} facets are indicated with dashed lines. In 

these snapshots, the open circles represent the Pt atoms and the gray circles stand for the Mo atoms.  

Both DFT calculations 20 and experiments 13,17 imply that the existence of Mo atoms in the surface is 

the major reason for Pt-Mo catalysts to have a good tolerance toward CO.  Since there are too few Mo 

atoms in the surface, the Pt90Mo10 nanoparticles are not considered as good catalysts for their 

application in fuel cells. In addition, we found that both Pt-Re 11 and Pt-Ni 12 nanoparticles can achieve 

a pure Pt skin structure at a lower Pt concentration than Pt90Mo10 nanoparticles. Thus, Pt-Re and Pt-Ni 

nanoparticles are better candidates if an economical Pt bimetallic catalyst is needed. Therefore, from 

here on in this work, we only consider equilibrium Pt-Mo nanoparticles with the three other 

compositions.       

Segregation of Pt atoms. Figures 3 and 4 show qualitatively that the Pt atoms are enriched in the 

surfaces of Pt-Mo nanoparticles. In particular, an almost pure Pt skin is formed in the surface of 

Pt90Mo10 nanoparticles. In Fig. 5, we plot the calculated Pt concentration in the outermost layer of Pt-

Mo nanoparticles. We observe the following two trends from these quantitative results. First, the Pt 

concentration in the surfaces are 5 to 14 at. % higher than the overall Pt concentration in the 

nanoparticles. This enrichment is consistent with our MC simulation results shown in Fig.1 for the low-

index surfaces of Pt-Mo alloys. Second, the extent of Pt segregation to the surfaces increases with 

nanoparticle size. The surface Pt concentrations of the nanoparticles containing 586 atoms are about 6 

at.% lower than those of the Pt-Mo nanoparticles containing 4033 atoms.   
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Figure 5. Calculated Pt concentrations in the nanoparticle surface as a function of the number of atoms 

in Pt-Mo nanoparticles at T=600 K.  

To understand the size effect on Pt segregation in these nanoparticles, we further calculated the Pt 

concentrations at various surface sites distinguished by their number and arrangement of first nearest 

neighbors (see the caption of Fig. 2). In Fig. 6, we divide the surface atoms of nanoparticles into three 

groups: {111} facets, {100} facets, and low-coordination sites (including edges and vertices). Figure 6 

shows that the Pt atoms do not distribute themselves homogeneously in the nanoparticle surfaces. 

Instead, the Pt atoms preferentially segregate to the high-coordination surface sites, namely within the 

{111} and {100} facets. In most simulated Pt-Mo nanoparticles, the Pt concentrations at {111} facet 

sites (having nine nearest neighbors) are also higher than those at {100} facet sites (having eight nearest 

neighbors). Since the larger nanoparticles have a higher ratio of {111} and {100} facet sites vs. edge 

and vertex sites (see Table 5), the preferential segregation of Pt atoms to the facet sites causes a higher 

Pt concentration in the surface of large nanoparticles than small ones.  

Comparing the results of Pt-Mo nanoparticles with three different compositions in Fig. 6, we find that 

increasing the overall Pt concentration in nanoparticles leads to nearly the same increase in the Pt 

concentration at the {111} and {100} facets. However, the Pt concentration at the low-coordination 

surface sites stays around 60 at. %, fairly insensitive to the change of nanoparticle composition. It 
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appears that the Pt and Mo atoms tend to form pairs, alternating along the edges and vertices regardless 

of the composition. The edge and vertex atoms have higher potential energies, so these atoms are 

considered to be more active for catalytic applications. Hence, our finding from simulations that the Pt 

and Mo atoms form pairs along the edge of Pt-Mo nanoparticles should be an important result for 

designers of Pt-Mo catalysts.       

                            

                                      (a)                                                                         (b) 

 

(c) 
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Figure 6. Calculated atomic concentration of Pt atoms at various surface sites as a function of the 

number of atoms in Pt-Mo nanoparticles at T=600 K. (a) Pt60Mo40 nanoparticles, (b) Pt70Mo30 

nanoparticles, and (c) Pt80Mo20 nanoparticles. In the panels, the diamonds represent the results of {111} 

facets, the squares represent the results of {100} facets, and the circles represent the results of low-

coordination edge and vertex sites. The dashed lines indicate the overall Pt concentration in the 

nanoparticles.  

Coordination number of atoms. Extended X-ray absorption fine structure (EXAFS) can be used to 

determine the atomic number, neighbor distances and coordination number of the element whose 

absorption edge is being examined, by measuring the backscattering photoelectrons with energies above 

the absorption edge of a component element in nanoparticles. 38 Thus, EXAFS is one of the most 

powerful characterization methods for obtaining the detailed structure of nanoparticles. 39 For example, 

it is from EXAFS data that the core-shell structures of Pt-Pd 40 and Pt-Ru 41 nanoparticles were deduced. 

To enable comparison of our MC simulations with future EXAFS results, we calculate and show in 

Table 6 the average coordination numbers of the Pt and Mo atoms in the Pt-Mo nanoparticles 

equilibrated at 600 K. All results in Table 6, except for the Pt80Mo20 nanoparticle with 586 atoms, show 

that the Mo atoms have more first nearest neighbors than the Pt atoms. Because the bulk atoms have 

more nearest neighbors than the surface atoms, a core-shell structure (Pt-enriched surface and Mo-

enriched core) can be inferred from these data for Pt-Mo nanoparticles. The coordination numbers of the 

Pt and Mo atoms in Table 6 only differ by a small amount. This implies that the Pt atoms only slightly 

segregate to the nanoparticle surface, consistent with our results in Fig. 5.      

The arrangement of the two metals at the surface of Pt-Mo nanoparticles is more relevant to their 

application as catalysts than inside the nanoparticles. By reflecting X-rays from a surface at grazing 

incidence and detecting the resultant X-ray fluorescence, a more surface sensitive technique (known as 

ReflEXAFS 42) can be used to determine the coordination number of surface atoms (at least for 

extended surfaces). To shed light on the preferential segregation of the atoms in the surfaces of Pt-Mo 

nanoparticles with this type of results, we report in Table 7 the average coordination numbers of the Pt 
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and Mo atoms at the outermost layer of the Pt-Mo nanoparticles. It is found that the Mo atoms have 

fewer first nearest neighbors than the Pt atoms at the surface of Pt-Mo nanoparticles. As revealed in Fig. 

6, this is because the Mo atoms mostly occupy the low-coordination surface sites such as edges and 

vertices while the Pt atoms preferentially segregate to the facets. Moreover, the coordination number 

difference between the Pt and Mo atoms in the surface increases with increasing Pt concentration. This 

trend can be explained as follows (see Fig. 6): the Pt concentration within facets (with more nearest 

neighbors) increases with the overall Pt concentration of the Pt-Mo nanoparticles, but not at low-

coordination sites. In the Pt80Mo20 nanoparticle containing 586 atoms, the Mo atoms in the surface on 

average have 6.8 first-nearest neighbors and the Pt concentration in the surface is only 4.5 at. % higher 

than the overall Pt concentration. This leads to the result (see Table 6) that the Pt atoms have a larger 

coordination number than the Mo atoms in this nanoparticle. It should be noted that the Pt80Mo20 

nanoparticles containing 586 atoms also have a Pt-enriched surface and a Mo-enriched core (shown in 

Figs. 3 and 5), instead of a randomly distributed structure or a Mo-enriched surface and Pt-enriched core 

structure.  

EXAFS has been applied to Pt-Mo catalysts. 43-45 However, a direct comparison between theory and 

experiment requires a more rigorous characterization of the shape, size, composition, and surface 

morphology of the experimentally prepared nanoparticles. Our current MC simulations only generate 

equilibrium cubo-octahedral Pt-Mo nanoparticles with complete shells. In contrast, the real Pt-Mo 

nanoparticles may contain incomplete shells and have different shapes. Therefore, our simulation results 

in Tables 6 and 7 can serve as references for comparison with EXAFS data in order to evaluate whether 

the prepared Pt-Mo catalysts assume their equilibrium cubo-octahedral structures.         

Mixing of Pt and Mo. To enhance the catalytic performance of Pt by a second element, a good 

mixing of the two metals in the nanoparticle surfaces is important: Pt and Mo atoms should bond to 

each other. To illustrate the degree of such Pt-Mo bonding in the outermost layer of Pt-Mo 

nanoparticles, we calculated the two fractions FPt-Mo and FMo-Mo in Table 8: FPt-Mo (=1-FPt-Pt) is the 

averaged fraction of nearest-neighbor atoms to a Pt surface atom that are Mo atoms; FMo-Mo (=1-FMo-Pt) 
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is the averaged fraction of nearest-neighbor atoms to a Mo surface atom that are Mo atoms. Thus, we 

look for a large FPt-Mo and a small FMo-Mo for well-mixed Pt-Mo nanoparticles. These results should be 

also measurable using EXAFS or ReflEXAFS.  

The results in Table 8 indicate a good mixing tendency for the Pt and Mo atoms in Pt-Mo 

nanoparticles. For the Pt surface atoms, a high fraction (comparable to the Mo concentration in the 

nanoparticles) of its nearest neighbors are Mo atoms. DFT calculations 20,46 suggest that the existence of 

Mo near Pt would modify the electronic structure of the Pt atoms and enhance their catalytic behavior. 

Therefore, our results indicate that varying the composition of Pt-Mo nanoparticles is a way to control 

the number of Mo atoms around Pt surface atoms and hence tailor the catalytic properties of these Pt 

atoms. In Pt-Mo catalysts, the Mo-Mo pairs are not desirable since Mo does not have favorable catalytic 

properties by itself. Our results in Table 8 show that the Mo surface atoms have fewer Mo first-

neighbors than the overall Mo concentration in the nanoparticles. In Pt80Mo20 nanoparticles, nearly all 

the Mo surface atoms have only Pt atoms as nearest neighbors.  

Discussion. To design Pt-Mo catalysts at the nanoscale for fuel cells, we consider two properties of 

the nanoparticle surfaces as a function of their size and composition: Pt concentration and number of Pt-

Mo pairs. In real applications, the performance of catalysts is evaluated relative to the total weight of 

the materials. Therefore, we multiply these two surface properties by the dispersion (also called 

surface/volume ratio) given in Table 5 of the nanoparticles. In this way, the smaller nanoparticles would 

tend to be more economical due to their larger dispersions. Figure 7 plots our results obtained from the 

MC simulations at T=600 K. Note that, according to Fig. 7(a), the Pt concentration in nanoparticle 

surfaces increases with decreasing nanoparticle size. Although the Pt concentrations in the surfaces of 

small nanoparticles are intrinsically lower, as shown in Fig. 5, the smaller nanoparticles have a larger 

dispersion and thus expose relatively more Pt atoms to reactants than do larger nanoparticles. 

For the application of Pt-Mo catalysts in fuel cells, Pt is the only active metal. Hence, the more Pt 

atoms that are in the surfaces, the better catalytic performance the Pt-Mo nanoparticles would have. Our 

results in Fig. 7(a) for Pt-Mo nanoparticles indicate that both decreasing nanoparticle size and 
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increasing overall Pt concentration in nanoparticles lead to higher Pt concentrations in the nanoparticle 

surfaces. On the other hand, the Pt and Mo atoms should bond to each other in the surface of Pt-Mo 

catalysts to tolerate CO. We counted the Pt-Mo pairs in the equilibrium Pt-Mo nanoparticle surfaces and 

plotted the results in Fig. 7(b). Figure 7(b) shows that both increasing nanoparticle size and decreasing 

overall Pt concentration in nanoparticles leads to more Pt-Mo pairs in the nanoparticle surfaces. For 

Pt60Mo40 nanoparticles, the change of nanoparticle size has a dramatic effect on the number of Pt-Mo 

pairs in the nanoparticle surfaces. In contrast, the change of nanoparticle size has little effect on the 

number of Pt-Mo pairs in the surfaces of Pt80Mo20 nanoparticles. For cubo-octahedral nanoparticles, the 

total number of atoms at the edges and vertices (see Table 5) increases only slightly with nanoparticle 

size (N1/3). Since the Mo atoms mostly appear at the low-coordination surface sites and the Pt and Mo 

atoms alternate along the edges and vertices in Pt80Mo20 nanoparticles (see Fig. 3(c)), the number of Pt-

Mo pairs would increase only slightly with nanoparticle size as shown in Fig. 7(b). 

 

Figure 7. Calculated Pt concentration (a) and number of Pt-Mo pairs (b), after multiplication by the 

dispersion, in nanoparticle surfaces as a function of the size (N1/3, proportional to radius) and 

composition of Pt-Mo nanoparticles. N is the total number of atoms in the nanoparticles. The size axis is 

reversed in (a) for better display of the data. 
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In Pt-Mo alloy surfaces, a high Pt concentration would enhance the activity of H2 oxidation reactions, 

while a larger number of Pt-Mo pairs (hence decreasing Pt concentration) would enhance the CO 

tolerance. As a result, it was found experimentally that the Pt77Mo23 surface is more active for the 

oxidation of a H2/CO mixture than either Pt67Mo33 or Pt85Mo15 surfaces. 17 Our simulation results in Fig. 

7 indicate that two surface properties (Pt concentration and number of Pt-Mo pairs) will change in 

opposite directions when varying the size and composition of Pt-Mo nanoparticles. This may suggest 

that there exists an optimal size and composition for Pt-Mo nanoparticles to yield the best catalytic 

performance in the electro-oxidation of H2/CO mixtures.      

Conclusions 

We have investigated the surface structures of the equilibrium fcc cubo-octahedral Pt-Mo catalyst 

nanoparticles at the atomistic scale, using MEAM potentials and the Monte Carlo method. The MEAM 

potentials that we developed can reproduce most of the available data for the pure Pt metal that assumes 

an fcc crystal lattice, the pure Mo metal that adopts a bcc structure, and the intermetallic compound 

Pt3Mo, which has a L12 structure. From our MC simulations at T=1000 K, we predict a weak 

segregation of Pt atoms to the relaxed low-index extended surfaces of Pt-Mo alloys. The theoretical 

results agree well with the experimental measurement of Pt-Mo polycrystal surfaces. 13 Therefore, our 

MEAM potentials and the Monte Carlo method are suitable for studying the equilibrium Pt-Mo 

nanoparticle surface structure, which is a result of the preferential segregation of Pt atoms to various 

surface sites.  

In this work, we assume the fcc cubo-octahedron with complete shells as the equilibrium shape of Pt-

Mo nanoparticles. To investigate the influence of both size and composition on the equilibrium Pt-Mo 

nanoparticle structures, we constructed cubo-octahedral nanoparticles containing 586, 1289, 2406, and 

4033 atoms (corresponding to a particle diameter from 2.5 to 5 nm) and with compositions of 60, 70, 

80, and 90 at. % of Pt. We found that a {100} facet can reconstruct from a bulk terminated square lattice 

to a hexagonal arrangement of atoms, but only in Pt-rich nanoparticles (such as Pt90Mo10) when the 

facet is completely free of Mo atoms.  
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We performed detailed analyses for the surface structures of the Pt60Mo40, Pt70Mo30, and Pt80Mo20 

nanoparticles. The Pt concentrations in the surfaces are predicted to be 5 to 14 at. % higher than the 

overall Pt concentration of these nanoparticles. Hence, the equilibrium Pt-Mo nanoparticle has a core-

shell structure with a slightly Pt-enriched shell and a slightly Pt-deficient core. We show in this work 

that the core-shell structures of Pt-Mo nanoparticles should be observable by measuring the 

coordination numbers of the Pt and Mo atoms using the EXAFS technique. Moreover, we found that the 

Pt atoms segregate most prominently to the {111} and {100} facets in nanoparticle surfaces. Regardless 

of their compositions, the simulated Pt-Mo nanoparticles with the same size have nearly the same Pt 

concentrations at the low-coordination sites (including edges and vertices). The Pt and Mo atoms tend 

to alternate along these low-coordination surface sites. 

Our results indicate that the Pt and Mo atoms mix well, pairing up in Pt-Mo nanoparticles. More 

importantly, we found for Pt surface atoms that the fraction of Mo atoms in their nearest neighbors is 

close to the overall Mo concentration in the nanoparticles. This suggests a way to tailor the catalytic 

performance of Pt with Mo by varying the nanoparticle composition. In general, we found that 

decreasing the size or increasing the overall Pt concentration leads to higher Pt concentrations but fewer 

Pt-Mo pairs in the nanoparticle surfaces. This implies that there exist an optimal size and composition 

for Pt-Mo nanoparticles to achieve the best catalytic performance in the electro-oxidation of H2/CO 

mixtures. Hence, our study of the surface structures of cubo-octahedral Pt-Mo nanoparticles should be 

useful for future processing, characterization, improvement, and design of Pt-Mo nanoparticles as 

electro-catalysts in fuel cells.     
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TABLES  

Table 1: MEAM potentials parameters for Mo, Pt and Pt3Mo. The parameters are: the cohesive energy 

Ec (eV), the equilibrium nearest-neighbor distance re (Å), the exponential decay factor for the universal 

energy function α, the scaling factor for the embedding energy A, the four exponential decay factors for 

the atomic densities β (i), the four weighting factors for the atomic densities t (i), and the density scaling 

factor ρ0. See Refs. 10 and 11 for the detailed definitions of these parameters. 

 Ec re α A β (0) β (1) β (2) β (3) t (0) t (1) t (2) t (3) ρ0

Mo 6.81 2.73 5.85 0.58 8.00 8.00 8.00 1.00 1.00 3.00 5.10 -3.00 1.60 

Pt 5.77 2.77 6.44 1.04 4.673 2.20 6.00 2.20 1.00 4.70 -1.38 3.29 1.00 

Pt-Mo 6.123 2.756 6.64 - - - - - - - - - - 

 

Table 2: Angular screening parameters for the MEAM potentials for Pt-Mo. See Ref. 11 for the details 

for the screening function. 

 Pt-Pt-Pt Pt-Mo-Pt Mo-Pt-Pt Mo-Mo-Pt Mo-Pt-Mo Mo-Mo-Mo 

Cmax 2.8 1.0 2.8 2.8 2.8 2.8 

Cmin 2.0 0.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 0.5 
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Table 3: Comparison of the calculated properties of bulk Pt3Mo (L12) using the MEAM potentials and 

the first-principles calculation method. The cohesive energies are given relative to the energies of the 

fcc Pt and bcc Mo. These properties are used to fit the cross potential between Pt and Mo. 

 MEAM First-principles method 

Lattice constant a (Å) 3.898 3.897 

Cohesive energy (eV/atom) -0.093 -0.093 

Elastic constant B (GPa) 324.5 324.1 

Elastic constant Cs = (C11-C22)/2 (GPa) 36.5 71.4 

Elastic constant C44 (GPa) 77.7 150.8 

 

Table 4: Energies of the relaxed extended low-index surfaces for bcc Mo and fcc Pt calculated using 

the MEAM potentials, compared to first-principles and experimental results. The surface energies are in 

unit of mJ/m2. The equilibrium lattice constant is 3.15 Å for bcc Mo and 3.92 Å for fcc Pt. 

 surfaces MEAM First-principles a Experiment 

(111) 3116 3740  

(100) 3144 3837  

Mo (bcc) 

(110) 2932 3454  

2907 b, 3000 c

(111) 1651 2299  

(100) 2154 2734  

Pt (fcc) 

(110) 1963 2819  

2489 b, 2475 c

a Reference 28. 
b Reference 29. 
c Reference 30. 
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Table 5: Total number of atoms and number of atoms at various surface sites in the cubo-octahedral 

nanoparticles with complete shells. These nanoparticles can be represented by m, m being the number of 

atoms on an edge. The table also includes the calculated dispersion, which is the number of atoms at the 

surfaces divided by the total number of atoms of the particles (including the surfaces). 

 m=4 m=5 m=6 m=7 

Total  586 1289 2406 4033 

Vertex 24 24 24 24 

{111}/{111} edges 24 36 48 60 

{111}/{100} edges 48 72 96 120 

{100} facets 24 54 96 150 

{111} facets 152 296 488 728 

Dispersion 0.464 0.374 0.313 0.268 
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Table 6: Coordination numbers of the Pt and Mo atoms in Pt-Mo nanoparticles determined by Monte 

Carlo simulations at 600 K. For comparison, we include the coordination number of the atoms in a 

nanoparticle with randomly distributed Pt and Mo (no segregation). For a detailed comparison with 

future EXAFS data, we also include the calculated partial coordination numbers for atoms in 

parentheses. The two numbers in parentheses for Pt atoms are the partial coordination numbers of Pt-Pt 

and Pt-Mo pairs, respectively. The two numbers in parentheses for Mo atoms are the partial 

coordination numbers of Mo-Pt and Mo-Mo pairs, respectively. N is the number of atoms in the 

nanoparticles.  

 N=586 N=1289 N=2406 N=4033 

Pt60Mo40     

Pt 10.0 (5.4; 4.6) 10.4 (5.6; 4.8) 10.6 (5.6; 5.0) 10.8 (5.7; 5.1) 

Mo 10.5 (6.9; 3.6) 10.9 (7.2; 3.7) 11.1 (7.5; 3.6) 11.4 (7.7; 3.7) 

Pt70Mo30     

Pt 10.1 (6.5; 3.6) 10.5 (6.8; 3.7) 10.7 (6.9; 3.8) 10.9 (7.0; 3.9) 

Mo 10.4 (8.3; 2.1) 10.9 (8.7; 2.2) 11.2 (8.9; 2.3) 11.4 (9.1; 2.3) 

Pt80Mo20     

Pt 10.2 (7.9; 2.3) 10.5 (8.1; 2.4) 10.7 (8.2; 2.5) 11.0 (8.4; 2.6) 

Mo 10.1 (9.3; 0.8) 10.8 (9.7; 1.1) 11.3 (10.2; 1.1) 11.5 (10.3; 1.2) 

Random (Pt or Mo) 10.2 10.6 10.9 11.1 
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Table 7: As Table 6, but only for atoms in the outermost layer of Pt-Mo nanoparticles. 

 N=586 N=1289 N=2406 N=4033 

Pt60Mo40     

Pt 8.2 8.4 8.5 8.5 

Mo 7.8 8.0 8.2 8.3 

Pt70Mo30     

Pt 8.3 8.4 8.5 8.6 

Mo 7.4 7.7 7.8 8.0 

Pt80Mo20     

Pt 8.4 8.5 8.5 8.6 

Mo 6.8 6.9 7.1 7.1 

Random (Pt or Mo) 8.1 8.3 8.4 8.5 
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Table 8: Degree of mixing between Pt and Mo atoms in the surface of Pt-Mo nanoparticles determined 

by MC simulations at 600 K. See definitions of FPt-Mo and FMo-Mo in the text. N is the number of atoms 

in the nanoparticles. CMo is the fraction of Mo atoms in the whole nanoparticle.  

 N=586 N=1289 N=2406 N=4033 

Pt60Mo40 (CMo=0.40)     

FPt-Mo 0.40 0.38 0.38 0.36 

FMo-Mo 0.15 0.14 0.13 0.12 

Pt70Mo30 (CMo=0.30)     

FPt-Mo 0.29 0.26 0.24 0.23 

FMo-Mo 0.07 0.06 0.05 0.05 

Pt80Mo20 (CMo=0.20)     

FPt-Mo 0.17 0.14 0.12 0.10 

FMo-Mo 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.00 
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